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Abstract 
The control of chaotic synchronization have to transmitting control signal which increase the security risks of the 
communication system. Attacker can reconstruct the chaotic system by using the information of the chaotic system. 
In this paper we propose a hybrid Liu chaotic synchronization control scheme which contains both continuous chaotic 
system with a sort of oscillating parameters and discrete chaotic system. By theory of impulsive differential equations, 
we proved a theorem that two continuous Liu chaotic systems can get synchronized without control signal 
transmitting which has reduced the risk of the security. 
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1. Introduction  
In last few decades, chaos-based secure communication has attracted many attentions, chaotic systems 
have many interesting properties, such as deterministic dynamics, boundedness, the sensitivity to initial 
conditions and control parameters, broadband, ergodicity, long-period unpredictable and pseudorandom, 
etc. Most properties of Chaotic systems satisfy with the requirements of secure communication and 
cryptography. Chaotic synchronization control is the kernel technology in chaos-based secure 
communication[], and a large amount of approaches have been found. Since L.M. Pecora and T.L. Carrol 
in 1990 proposed a drive-response synchronization control model for the first time[1], plenty of work has 
been published and some new control model such as active-passive decomposition model[2], adaptive 
control model [3, 4], variable feedback control model [5, 6], noise-induced model[7] and impulsive 
control model[8].  
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The security of the communication system is affected by the structure of the synchronization model. In 
fact, all these control method need synchronization control sign transmitting between the connectors and 
attacker can use this signal to estimate the parameters of the chaotic systems[9]. Most chaos-specific 
attacks are based on the weakness of synchronization control model itself[9].The control scalar signal, 
which transmits in public channel between connectors, contains the information of the sender’s chaotic 
system. The attacker can use the control signal to estimate the parameters of the sender’s system which 
are used as the key of the secure system. In [11], author proposed a new attack method against the chaos-
based secure communication system by constructing an active synchronization module. By using the 
control signal, the active module can synchronize with the sender’s system. Thus, the attacker can 
reconstruct the plain signal. 
Further more, normal chaotic map, like Lorenz map, can easily be reconstructed by using the state 
variable of the map. Attacker can use this method break the chaos-based secure communication 
system[12, 13]. However, it is impossible to reconstruct the hyper chaotic map. In our synchronization 
scheme, each system used by the communicators is a hybrid hyper chaotic system, which is coupled by a 
digital chaotic map and a continuous chaotic map. Therefore it is not possible to reconstruct the whole 
system. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section II, we propose the framework of our model. In 
section III, we proof two continuous chaotic systems in our new model can be synchronized based on 
some preliminaries theories. In section IV, we present some numerical simulation results.  
2. The Model of Hybrid Chaotic Synchronization 
The main idea of impulsive synchronization control is using the impulse signal generated by the drive 
system to control the response system. As shown in Fig.1, the standard digital Liu chaotic systems, are 
used to generate same impulse signals to control both the continuous Liu chaotic systems. Controlled by 
the same standard digital chaotic system, the continuous chaotic systems will asymptotically 
synchronization. 
 
Fig.1 Liu chaotic synchronization system 
3. The Stability of Error System  
Chaotic synchronization control technique is the kernel in designing the chaos-based secure 
communication system. Chaotic synchronization control is means the error system between analog 
chaotic systems 1 and 2 approachs to zero. In this section,we study the impulsive control of Liu’s chaotic 
system. Liu’s chaotic system is founded by Liu Chongxin in 2004. 
The dimensionless form of a Continuous Liu’s chaotic system 1 and 2 are given by  
Digital Liu chaotic 
system  
Digital Liu chaotic 
system  
Continuous Liu 
chaotic System 1 
Continuous Liu 
chaotic  System 2 
Impulsive Signal Impulsive Signal 
Public
Channel 
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The impulsive control of the error system is  
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If the error system (3) is asymptotically stable, system 1 and 2 is synchronization driven by the 
impulsive control signal. In the following, we prove error system (3) is asymptotically stable, some 
definition of [10] be used. 
Theorem: Assume matrix   ,0,
33
  
u ijij
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Where 
  ,)(max)(max)(max2 112 tzktxhtxhkC ttt  Then the error system (3) is 
asymptotically stable. 
Proof: Construct the Lyapunov function eeetV T ),( . 
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Let ),( etVw  , from (7), the compare system of the error system (3) can be expressed as: 
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According to Theorem 1 in [10], if 
1),ln(10 !
'
dd [[dCq                       (9) 
is satisfied, the compared system (7) is asymptotically stable at the origin point. Furthermore, based on 
the Corollary 3.2.1 of [10], the error system (3) is asymptotically stable. 
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4. Simulation  
In simulation, we choose the following standard digital Liu chaotic system be the standard 
system, ,,2,1 " i  
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The discrete Liu system use same parameters  
,4,1,
2
5,40,10 321      hkppp  and discrete constant W = 0.009s.  
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According to Theorem, we  get impulsive interval ms8 ' . The initial condition of continuous Liu 
is chosen arbitrarily.  
The result shows that, driven by standard system, continuous chaotic 1 and 2 is synchronization within 
a very short time.  
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